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“FEELING
GOOD?”
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EDITORIAL

Ladies, make yourselves comfortable. And men,
stay right where you are! We’re going to talk
feelings now. And that’s pretty exciting because
feelings are our most powerful weapon against
boredom. They awaken wishes and desires, but
they are also terrible traitors that show everyone
how we really are.
Oh, so you think you’re in control? But swear like
a trooper when Ronaldo scores against Germany
and cry your eyes out watching Titanic. We harbor
prejudices and revel in joyful anticipation. Yes,
contradictions rule our life. And that’s because
we feel everywhere – with our hands and feet,
with our eyes and ears, with our heart and brain,
and most of all with our gut. How can you stay
happy amid all the emotional confusion? Read on
– but with feeling.
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“LAST
CHRISTMAS,
I GAVE YOU MY
HEART.”
Rub,

sniff and savor
the flavor
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“Yuck”
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“I CAN’T REALLY
TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
BOREDOM AND
HUNGER.”
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“Keep cool, I always tell myself.
Luckily, people don’t see me as a
sensitive soul.”
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“FIRST THE
FUN, THEN THE
WORK. :-)”
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“Or not.”
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MI
ED
EMOTIONS
Everyone wants to cook because
it’s an emotional thing. Let’s raise
the lid – and get into the mood.
TEXT: ELMAR BRÜMMER
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HUMOR SHOULD
ALWAYS BE
BLACKER THAN
FOOD.
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A FLAT STOMACH
CAN ALSO GROWL.
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A

LWAYS
FOLLOW
YOUR
STOMACH!

Mmmmmmh! That’s how you spell a really
good pea soup. They call it “soul food”
these days, a meal that awakens feelings
and sometimes memories, too. Like coming
home in a foul mood after fluffing a math
test at school and opening the front door
to be welcomed by a delicious aroma …
Feelings like these come from deep within us.
The stomach has its own logic, it wants more.
Our gut feeling demands our daily right to a
little adventure – for the eyes, for the palate,
and for the soul. We want an experience!
Mothers have to provide this kind of comfort
on a daily basis, but it can’t always be pea
soup. And that’s why there’s Cookidoo® with
its more than 30,000 tasty recipes. No matter
how small a kitchen may be, it is the stage for
grand emotions. And the Thermomix® has
been at home there since 1971.

THIS WAY TO THE
RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Scan the QR
code with your
smartphone or
tablet and log into
Cookidoo.
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TAKE A SEAT:
THE TABLE IS
LAID.
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Sometimes we can hardly wait to lift the lid
and sneak a taste. And when we do, we are in
the very best of company because cooks need
to be better at tasting (and adding the final
touches) than at cooking. But food isn’t just a
journey of discovery for the palate, it is also
deceleration. With its own rhythm, and orchestrated by the tetrachord of the Thermomix®.
Food creates social bonds, is fun and beguiles
the senses. Cooking and the home become
one. On the menu: a sense of belonging.

F

OOD FOR
THE SOUL.

THERMOMIX®
WITH ALL THE
SENSES
HEAR

It all starts with the quality of the ingredients and can end perfectly with the al
dente snap of steamed broccoli.

FEEL

We can gauge the quality and ripeness
of fruit and vegetables with our sense of
touch. And there’s nothing in the rules
of etiquette that says we can’t use our
fingers to eat the madeira cake later on.

SEE

Food should be a feast for the eyes,
which probably explains the decorative
dusting of powdered sugar on the apple
strudel.

SMELL

Our sense of smell is what decides
whether or not we find something
appetizing – like the chicken curry with
spinach.

TASTE

The tastebuds on our tongue each have
up to 100 taste receptor cells that are
easily activated by carrot and coconut
salad.
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GOOD
KITCHEN
IS WHERE
ALL
HAPPINESS
BEGINS.
The kitchen is a place for relationships, while
we wash the rice, add that final seasoning,
or clink glasses of cooking wine. Cook with
love and you experience pure joy and create
food for the soul. For scientists, too, cooking
is all about the spice of life, the obsession
with flavors and aromas. That’s why the same
principle is good for everyone: Follow your
stomach. It’s probably already hungry for more.
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AM
THERMOMIX®
HATS
NICHT
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WHEN YOU HAVE
BUTTERFLIES IN
YOUR TUMMY,
YOU DON’T MIND
MISSING A MEAL.
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Don’t pull a face
like that!
We can express our feelings without saying a word – we just pull a face. From the one
that raises our eyebrows to the one that pulls down our bottom lip, we have a total of
26 muscles working more or less hard to lend us expression. Unfortunately, our expression is not always correctly interpreted, so it’s worth practicing a bit. Go on, flex those
muscles – and give your feelings the right expression.
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IF

YOU CAN’T
SEE, YOU HAVE
TO FEEL

Heidrun is blind, but she still has a
great perspective on life. She works
hard at leading an independent life.

TEXT: MICHAEL RAEKE • PHOTOS: MICHAEL GERNHUBER
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»

I

CAN

ALWAYS
OVERLOOK
SOMETHING.
«
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K

athrin will never get used to it. “Please turn
out the light when you go,” Heidrun reminds
her support worker. But recently social worker
Kathrin forgot once more, so she gave Heidrun
a call that evening. “Hey, Heidrun, I forgot about
the light again.” Heidrun grins as she relates the
story. She is grateful to be told. After all, the light
doesn’t need to be on all the time.

The cooking, the cleaning, the laundry – Heidrun
could do them with her eyes closed – and effectively, she does. She is blind. She experiences her
world through her fingertips. Sometimes she will
hear the light humming and then switch it off
herself. “I want to be as independent as possible,”
she says.
She lives in her own small apartment in Stuttgart,
all open plan, with a kitchen unit, a bed, a dining
table, a desk and a couch. The washing-up liquid
belongs behind the sink, the cleaning agent for
the washbasin belongs in the bathroom. There’s a
place for everything, and everything has its place.
The trouble starts when guests put things back in
the wrong place. “Then,” says Heidrun, “I end up
having to search for them.” Sometimes the neighbors lend a hand. “They see things faster than I
do,” she says. She really does use the word “see,”
and another time she says “I can always overlook
something.”
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“I DON’T LIKE THE
WINTER BECAUSE THEN
EVERYTHING LOOKS
THE SAME.”
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»
CLOSE

YOUR EYES
AND JUST
KEEP GOING

«

E

verything sighted people assimilate as children, through imitation, Heidrun learns in
special classes: tying her shoelaces, telling the
time, eating with a knife and fork and cleaning
her apartment. The classes belong to a range
of measures designed to make daily life easier
for the visually impaired. They include Braille,
which has been enabling blind people to read
since 1825 and which the World Blind Union
honors each year with World Braille Day and a
lecture on the Treaty of Marrakesh, which organizes the barrier-free exchange of literature
for the blind.
Heidrun handles objects carefully, delicately almost, whether it’s the handheld vacuum she uses
to remove all trace of her afternoon snack, or her
laptop, which has a Braille line that reads text out
loud and transcribes it into Braille.
“I don’t like the winter because everything looks
the same then,” says Heidrun. But most importantly, the snow takes away her points of reference, such as tactile paving. This consists of
markings that are let into the ground, raised dots
indicating the location of a bus stop, for instance.

“Close your eyes and just keep going,” is Kathrin’s advice. The same applies in any season to
encounters with quiet electric cars – neither her
sense of touch nor good hearing are any help to
Heidrun there. At least the EU and the United
Nations have agreed that starting in 2021, all
newly licensed, low-noise vehicles must give a
warning signal.
So Heidrun’s dream of an independent life is one
step nearer to fulfillment.
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A millimeter can sometimes make all
the difference with Braille – so sensitive
fingertips are all-important. The tactile
writing system invented by Frenchman
Louis Braille in 1825 enables the blind
and people with extreme visual impairments to read numbers, letters and
punctuation marks by touch. The writing system is based on six raised dots
in a grid of two parallel vertical lines
of three dots each. Each character is
roughly 6 mm long and 4 mm wide. The
dots should be at least 0.4 mm high. The
system comprises 64 different tactile
characters, or configurations – the high
art of reading …
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“WHAT’S THE
MUSHROOM RISOTTO
DOING UNDER THE
COUCH?”
KOBOLD
Conscientious, finicky,
straitlaced – a proper little pedant ...

Was the party yesterday a good one? Did the host impress everyone with his
inspired conversation? That’s good then. Although some might see it a little
differently. Our household appliances, for example. You see, they have feelings,
too. Just imagine what these household helpers might think of us …
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KOBOLD: A real letdown, those worn-out men’s shoes.
THERMOMIX®: How on earth did you get on to men’s shoes?

KOBOLD: It’s always the same at parties with lots of guests. From

where I’m standing, all I can see is legs – and unfortunately also the
master’s scruffy shoes.
THERMOMIX®: I prefer to look him and his guests in the face.

Yesterday, one woman beamed at me and stroked me with her
sensitive hands, like a pianist stroking the piano keys. We caused
quite a stir.

KOBOLD: And what was the result?
THERMOMIX®: A delicious mushroom

risotto!

KOBOLD: Quite so, I can feel it right now. Chanterelles. Delightful!

And right here under the couch. Oops, what’s this? Oh, of course –
another shoe.

THERMOMIX®: Are you suddenly having problems with things that

get left lying around?
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KOBOLD: Just the question makes me mad. You know I can glide over

parquet, granite and carpet, and clean everything up – I simply go
around the shoe.

THERMOMIX®: You and his shoes ...

KOBOLD: You know I’m right! The guy treats himself to a dream

pair like us – we’re like Starsky and Hutch, always there when we’re
needed – and then he goes and wears shoes like that. There’s nothing
dreamy about that pair. It makes no sense!
THERMOMIX®: Yes, it’s a shame, considering he’s otherwise so nice. We

had great fun together recently. We made an exquisite coq au vin …

KOBOLD: ... I remember. There was quite a bit of it on our lovely floor

until I came along polished it all off.

THERMOMIX®: You were smacking your chops, I heard you!

KOBOLD: I have to admit, it really was delicious.
THERMOMIX®: So all good them! My sophisticated creation – definitely

starworthy, wouldn’t you agree ...

KOBOLD: Well, he certainly can cook, our master …
THERMOMIX®:

I can cook!!

– Thermomix® ends the chat. –

KOBOLD: YOU! Of course, sorry ...
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INTELLIGENTLY INTERCONNECTED

Really Smart:
Kobold and
Thermomix®
THERMOMIX®
Always makes things go smoothly and really
mixes things up at a party – definitely enjoys
life to the full ...

Home, smart home!
The world is rapidly becoming interconnected.
Thanks to the Internet of Things, we can already
enjoy digital services that make our life with
analogue objects easier – like remotely closing
windows or adjusting the heating. With apps and a
smartphone, these are no longer a problem. Now
Kobold and Thermomix® are getting in on the act in
a big way.
Via app and smartphone,
tablet or voice command, once activated, the
Kobold Robot Vacuum Cleaner knows what’s to
be done. All by itself or by remote control, it gets
started on the cleaning. Sensors lead the way. The
robot recognizes edges, thresholds, furniture and
other obstacles and makes its way right into the
last corner. When its battery is low, it automatically
heads back to the base station to recharge.
The kitchen helper
Thermomix® turns cooking into a digital pleasure.
The recipe platform Cookidoo contains countless
recipes for tasty meals soon likely to become
favorites. The Cook-Key transmits your favorite
recipes via Wi-Fi straight from the platform to the
Thermomix® TM5. Select the guided cooking function and simply follow each step of the preparation
process shown on the display until the dish is
ready to enjoy.
What could this mean for the future?
One thing is certain, that things are becoming
smarter and more interconnected. Could it someday be possible for the Thermomix® to inform the
Kobold immediately if something is spilled while
food is being prepared? The robot vacuum would
then come over and clean up straight away. The
answer is yes, Thermomix® and Kobold could one
day communicate with each other, but it’s unlikely
the “conversation” would be quite like the one we
dreamed up here …
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IT ONLY REALLY TINGLES
WHEN YOU TAKE A PROPER
MOUTHFUL.
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The greedy
bird catches
the

zing.
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A

BRUSH
WITH THE

THEATER.

Lots of color equals beauty? Who made that one up? It’s
not the colors, but the nuances that count. We took a look
over make-up artist Stefanie Ziegler-Martin’s shoulder at
the E.T.A Hoffmann Theater in Bamberg, Germany, as she
wielded her make-up brushes amid colorful make-up pots.
TEXT: JULIA LUTZEYER • PHOTOS: MICHAEL GERNHUBER
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Better
than any
cosmetic
surgery: the
interplay
of light and
dark
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It’s just as exciting in the belly of the
E.T.A Hoffmann Theater in Bamberg as it is on
stage, only a bit more cramped. High up on the
third floor, past the clothes racks hung with bright
costumes, a long corridor, snatches of words from
rehearsals. A door swings open: “Hello, I’m Stefanie.” I have now entered make-up artist Stefanie
Ziegler-Martin’s realm: false beards, latex masks,
wigs, hairpieces, wall mirrors everywhere, makeup spaces and an arsenal of brushes – fine and
broad – cosmetic sponges, hair grips, powder pots
and make-up palettes. Characters, personality
types come to life here in the make-up room.

Stefanie’s next job:

Renate.
The young actor is not long out of bed. She has
dark-brown eyebrows, slightly blotchy skin
and a few small zits. A lip piercing emphasizes
her laid-back look. Less than an hour later, the
sassy girl has disappeared. Stefanie’s brushes
and powders have transformed Renate into an
elegant lady, radiant with feminine grace. “A
good make-up job makes a person straighten up,
sit more erect,” says Stefanie. Renate puts it like
this: “It gradually gets me into my role.” It’s good
for the soul: Make-up gives people character.
Stefanie and her brushes are veritable transformation artists. First she winds Renate’s hair
off her face and onto curlers. Then it’s the turn
of sponge, brushes and make-up pots. With
dabs and strokes, she distributes the makeup from forehead and cheeks, down the face,
letting it fade out on the neck. Excess color
disappears. “I just turn the sponge over and
use it as an eraser,” says the make-up pro.

Mirror, mirror on
the wall … finer
nose, daintier
chin, that’s how
princesses are
made – or wicked
queens.
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Making the nose appear finer and the chin daintier
is a breeze for Stefanie: “I use light shading on
raised areas, like the bridge of the nose and the
cheeks, and dark shading in the hollows.” She
works swiftly, the brush is her magic wand. The
matte brown on both sides of the nasal root, the
top of Renate’s nose, evaporates into shadow.
“Doing make-up is like sketching with light and
dark.” It’s the same for the eye area. Color is used
only to accentuate. Stefanie picks magenta. The
cool pink on Renate’s eyelids make her brown doe
eyes shine. “I would never have thought to use
that color eye shadow,” says Renate, amazed.
The make-up artist’s gaze moves constantly
back to the mirror, where it lingers on Renate’s
face. “This is how I check my work from a
distance.” Renate nods appreciatively. She
likes what she sees in the mirror: a glamorous
hairstyle, elegant, feminine contours. The look
is just perfect for her role. Let the play begin.

Too much
make-up
is like a
scratch card.
You never
know what’s
underneath.
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Tips

The best way to find out which shades of the
JAFRA foundations from the JAFRA Beauty and
JAFRA Royal Jelly series best suit your complexion is to test them on your neck. The back of your
hand is not so good for this because the skin
there is usually darker and has a different structure from the face’s far more delicate skin.

for getting the make-up
just right
The best foundation for make-up is skin that’s
well looked after. A gentle exfoliating scrub, like
JAFRA Beauty Dynamics, for instance, removes
dry skin cells. Apply moisturizing cream to the
face 30 minutes before making up to allow sufficient time for the skin to absorb the cream.

Light colors lend a fresh touch. To put it another
way: Less color is often more. A lighter eye area,
made up with the soft shades of the JAFRA
powder eyeshadow trios The Nudes or Romance,
lend radiance even to more mature faces. Instead
of a dark eye shadow, use eyeliner to create
the necessary contour. With its flexible tip, the
JAFRA Inkwell Eyeliner, available in the shades
Coffee and Onyx, traces a liquid line above or below the eyelashes that dries quickly and neither
fades nor smudges. Matte pigments are less
prone to becoming lodged in tiny wrinkles than
glitter particles.

Important to bear in mind when it comes to
lipstick: The darker and more opaque the color,
the more mature a woman looks. While it’s fine
for young women to go for very matte lipsticks,
older women are better advised to use a tinted
lip gloss. Whether it’s JAFRA long wear lip gloss
or the luxe shine lip gloss with nutritious Royal
Jelly, the nuances spanning nude shades to plum
red create a beguiling brilliance and provide the
right color for every age.
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The naked truth
Once you start to look like your passport picture, it’s high
time to take a vacation – or simply to change something
about your face. With make-up, everything becomes more
colorful, more attractive and more distinctive – and every
Cinderella becomes a princess. Think that sounds like a
fairy tale? Turn over and see for yourself!
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Fold

yourself a
good feeling!
2

3

4

1

5
6

SPRING
IS IN
THE AIR
Sometimes it takes its time in coming and sometimes it bursts in on us unawares, but one
thing is certain, spring is always welcome! Spring’s influence on human relationships is
legendary; it awakens blossoming fantasies and warms more than just one heart. Flowers
and shrubs reveal their colors once more, and once spring is in the air, we find ourselves
already longing for summer. But why wait so long? The first swallows are already here! If
you haven’t seen any yet, you can at least fold yourself something that should swoop just as
elegantly as you look forward to lots of warm, sunny days. Grab a sheet of paper and give
it a go! Follow our instructions, fold your swallow-like paper plane and let it fly. It’s really
simple and you’ll get a really good feeling!
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Teamotions
Temial brings the ancient art of tea making to
the cup – and tastes delightfully fresh! Startup feeling and the quest for the perfect flavor
both played a huge role in its development.

TEXT: MICHA BETZ • PHOTOS: MICHAEL GERNHUBER
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“Keep calm and
drink tea. It
won’t solve any
problems, but
it does taste
wonderful.”
Temial tea expert Thomas Langnickel-Stiegler
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The two inventors have been working on Temial – with the support of both Vorwerk and the
owner family – since 2012. “We were able to
found a kind of start-up within the company,”
says Rentzsch. In the end, the two-man team
grew into a business unit with more than
15 employees. “But our mission has always
remained the same: to create an authentic
experience of tea culture,” says Dr. Groom.
In order to fulfill that mission, the Temial team in
Germany and China is working alongside partners
with years of experience in the tea industry. One
of them is tea expert Thomas Langnickel-Stiegler,
37, who last year joined Temial as a permanent
member of the team. “I’m impressed by the respect
the team shows for tea,” says Langnickel-Stiegler.
“Thanks to Temial, many people will discover for
the first time just how aromatic good tea really is.”

TEA MAKES
THE WORLD GO
ROUND Tea knows no frontiers. In Asia, ceremonies have
evolved around tea, in Arab countries, it’s a sign
of friendship, and what would Great Britain be
without its tea time? Tea is all the rage – and
with Temial, Vorwerk takes it to a new level.

Six years ago, Vorwerk employees Björn Rentzsch and Sascha Groom had a brilliant idea.
“We thought: Why not come up with a new way
to prepare tea?” Rentzsch recalls. True to the
old adage “Do it right or don‘t do it at all!” they
wanted to give people the same pure pleasure
of the tea experience as the traditional Chinese
preparation ritual. “Our aim was to take the
knowledge of thousands of years and bring it up to
date, into the here and now,” Rentzsch explains.

“Real tea is pure
pleasure for me,
a kind of drinkable meditation.”
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“Tea is like
wine”
Mr. Langnickel-Stiegler, as an expert, do you take
milk in your tea?
No, I drink it unadulterated. That way, I can taste the
full natural flavor. But as a general rule, of course,
whatever tastes good is allowed! So a little milk in a
strong, malty Assam is certainly not a faux pas.
What does tea mean to you?
Real tea is pure pleasure for me, a kind of drinkable
meditation. For this, you have to take the necessary
time and give your full attention to the tea. For many
people, tea is also a calming element in their daily
lives. Not for nothing did the saying come about:
Keep calm and drink tea. It won’t solve any problems,
but it does taste wonderful. Tea sometimes also
helps to clear our head and is considered a mild
stimulant.
Why?
Stimulating varieties of tea contain caffeine, just like
coffee. The difference is that the caffeine in tea takes
effect more slowly. This is due to special substances
in the tea leaf that bind the caffeine. When left to
draw a little longer, the tea also releases theanine,
which has a soothing effect and produces a greater
sense of calm. I sometimes call that the “zen effect”
of tea.
Which tea do you recommend for which
emotional state?
There are no rules. One of my favorite varieties is
Japanese green tea. When the world outside is
covered with snow, I enjoy it as a cold brew – for its
flavor and deep color. Someone else might prefer it in
the summer. What many people do not know is that
tea is like wine, it has delicate flavors for every mood.
With the Temial tea maker, we are making these
flavors more accessible to a wider public.
Won’t an ordinary teabag do the job?
No, because teabags contain fine-cut tea, in other
words, shredded tea leaves and tea dust. The
moment it is immersed in the water, the tea releases
all of its flavors and bitter compounds at the same
time, making it practically impossible to distinguish
the fine flavors. With the Temial, on the other hand,
the water is poured over whole leaves, and that’s
good for the flavor.
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ONLY THE BEST
GOES INTO THE CUP.
Organic tea? But of course! Only firstrate, organically grown teas find their way
into the Temial range. Only the very finest
leaves are used in the blending of the
teas. The different varieties are grown in
well-known growing areas in, among others, China, Japan, India and South Africa.
Temial fans will find articles on these
subjects on Temial’s own blog. Find out
more at: temial.vorwerk.de

For all their love of tradition, the developers
still also place the emphasis on suitability
for daily use. Expert knowledge is necessary
for the preparation of different kinds of tea
and that knowledge is delivered straight from
the factory along with the Temial tea maker.
It has a built-in scanner that reads the code
on the tea sachets, recognizes the varieties
and automatically selects the necessary parameters, such as the perfect drawing time.
Other practical features are that the Temial
can also be operated via an app and that users
can send an order for tea direct from the tea
maker to the Temial online shop. Each tea
maker is delivered with a selection of ten tea
varieties. Their flavors range from fruity-floral
to malty-tangy, and Temial plans to expand the
range in the future. Looking outside the cup,
however, the brand has a great deal more to
offer: “starting with bamboo trays and ending
with matcha green tea chocolate,” Rentzsch
elaborates. After all, the individual tea varieties
are as diverse as the ways to enjoy them.
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Tear it down with rage!

Hopping mad,

fit to be tied,

– know the feeling?
You’re raging inside, fit to burst? This is an
emergency! So, before your anger tears you
apart, tear out this page. Screw it up, flatten
it and fling it on the ground or rip it into a
thousand pieces.
Well? Better now?
You see.

Someone was very angry here.

bent out of shape
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